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AN EQUIVALENT CONDITION FOR 
MEMBERSHIP IN NEW CLASSES A, ”

Han Soo Kim and Hae Gyu Kim

1. Introduction
Let 7Y be a separable, infinite dimensional, complex Hilbert spaces 

and let £(7Y) denote the algebra of all bounded linear operators on

A dual algebra is a subalgebra of £(H) that contains the identity 

operator 1“ and is closed in the ultraweak operator topology on £("). 

For T E £(7Y), let At denote the smallest subalgebra of £(7Y) that 

cointains T and % and is closed in the ultraweak operator topology. 

Moreover, let Q^at denote the quotient sparely(J7/)/X_4T-, where Ci(7Y) 

is the trace class ideal in £(7Y) under the trace norm, and denotes 

the preannihilator of At in Ci (直).For a brief notation, we shall denote 

Qat by Qt- One knows that At is the dual space of Qt and that the 

duality is given by

(1) (A, [L]) = tr(AL\ A e AT. [L] G QT.

The Banach space Qt is called a prcdual of At- For x and y in we 

can write x for the rank one operator in C上(”)defined by

(2) (x ® y)(w) = (u, y)x for all u 6 7Y.

The theory of dual algebras is applied to the study of invariant sub

spaces, dilation theory, and reflexivity. The classes，4血,卩(to be defined 

in section 2) were defined by Bercovici-Foias-Pearcy in [2]. Also these 

classes are closely related to the study of the theory of dual algebras. 

C. Apostol, H. Bercovici, C. Foias and C. Pearcy [1] studied geometric 

criteria for membership in the class A^o = Ax0)n0 (t。be defined in 

section 2) S. Brown, B. Chevreau, G. Exner and C. Pearcy [5], [7],
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[8] 이stained topological criteria and geometric criteria for membership 

in the class or 厶丄川】11 this paper we construct new classes and 
obtain an equivalent condition for membership in the new 시asses.

2. Notation and preliminaries
The notation and terminology employed herein agree with those in 

[이，[4], [11]. We shall denote by D the open unit disc in the complex 

plane (7, and we write T for the boundary of D. The space Z고 = 
LP(T), 1 < p < oo, is the usual Lebesgue function space relative to 

normalized Lebesgue measure m on T. The space H호 = 1 <

p < oo, is the usual Hardy space. It is well-known that the space 

is the dual space of L' jH> where

(3) = (f e L1 ： / = 0, for n = 0,1,2,…}
Jo

and duality is given by the pairing

(4) {fM = [ fg 折 for f E H^^g] e Lr/H^

Jt

Recall that any contraction T can be written as a direct sum T = 

7i ® Th, where 7i is a completely nonunitary contraction and 写 is a 
unitary operator. If is absolutely continuous or acts on the space 

(0), T will be called an absolutely continuous contraction. The following 

Foias-Sz. Nagy functional calculus [3, Theorem 4.1] provides a good 

relationship between the function space H°° and a dual algebra At-

THEOREM 2.1. ([3. Theorem 4.1]) Let T be an absolutely contin

uous contraction in £(7Y). Then there is an algebra homomorphism

: )At deGned by 页/(了)= such that
(a) ^t(I) = 阪t(E) = T,

(b) ||$r(/)|| < ll/IL，fg,

(c) is continuous if both H°° and At are given their weak* topolo

gies,

(d) the range of is weak* dense in At,

(e) there exists a bounded, linear, one-to-one map 如、:Qt t Ll /Hq

such that and

(f) if is an isometry^ then 阪t is a weak* homeomorphism of H°° 

onto At and is an isometry of Qt onto L1 /Hq .
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DEFINITION 2.2. ([9]) Let A C £(7Y) be a dual algebra and let m 

and n be any cardinal numbers such that 1 < m,n < Ko. A dual 

algebra A will be said to have property (Am,我)if every m x n system 

of simultaneous equations of the form

(5) ® y3] = [LtJ], 0 <i <m,0<j <n,

where {[£2J]} o<i<m is an arbitrary mxn array from has a solution 
0<j<n

{^i}o<i<m5 {Vj}o<j<n consisting of a pair of sequences of vectors from 

H. 一

For brief notation, we shall denote (An>n) by (An). We denote by 

A = A(7Y) the class of all absolutely continuous contractions T in

for which the Fbias-Sz.Nagy functional calculus : 7Y°° 一승 At 
is an isometry. Furthermore, if m and n are cardinal numbers such 

'바뵤上 1 < n < we denote by the set ot all T

in A(H) such that the singly generated dual algebra At has property

To establish our results, it will be convenient to use the minimal 

coisometric extension theorem [11]: every contraction T in £(7Y) has 

a minimal coisometric extension B = Bt that is unique up to unitary 

equivalence.

Given such T and B、one knows that the흐e exists a canonical de
composition of the isometry B* as

(6) =

corresponding to a decomposition of the space

(7) K： = S ① 7C

where, if S 尹(0), 5 is a unilateral shift operator of some multiplicity 

in £(S\ and, if 代 « (0), K is a unitary operator in Of course, 

either S or TZ may be (0). ([5])

Let P\ be the Poisson kernel function

(8) 3(e”) = (1- I시2)|1 - AeKr2, e" G T, 
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in Ll, for each A £ £). Then it follows from [3,p34] that

(9) (£冋)= 須(시, 性砂,

where f is the analytic extension. of f to D. For a given, contraction 

T E A(?/), let us denote ^1([Px]) = Then we have

(10)

Lemma 2.3. ([5, Lemma 3.5]) Suppose T G A(7i) and has minimal 

coisometric extension B in £(/C). Then B € A(/C), o is an 
isometry and weak* homeomorphism from Ab onto Mfiid j = g疳 o 

甲T is a linear isometry of Qt onto Qb・ Moreover,

(11) j([G防)=〔"AeD

and

(12) = [a：® " CH

LEMMA 2.4. ([5, Lemma 3.6]) If T belongs to A(h) and has mini

mal coisometric extension B in £(/C), E and w^z E }C, then

(13) ||g® g]와I = ||[z® 切이I，

(14) [x ® z]B = [z ® Pz]B,

and

(15) [w 0 치b = [Qw ® Qz]b + [Aw ® Az]b-

LEMMA 2.5. ([5, Proposition 4.5]) Suppose T € A(处)and has 
minimal coisometric extension B in £(S ® TV) and suppose that for 

every [L] in Qt there exists a Cauchy sequence {xn} in 7i and se

quences {wn} in S and (6n) in R such that {wn + bn} is bounded and 
li(而' 0〈Pt)(L이t) 一 [xn ® (wn + 6n)]j31| 一＞ o. Then T € Ai-

We shall employ the notation C.q = C.o(Tl) for the class of all (com

pletely nonunitary) contractions T in £(7Y) such that the sequences 

{[거}" converges to zero in the strong operator topology and is de
noted by,as usual,Co. = ((7.o)*,and N is denoted by the set of all nat

ural numbers.
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LEMMA 2.6. ([6, Theorem 2.1]) Suppose {幻;}*、is any sequence of 

operators contained in the class AKo nC0, {[乙』戏}津i is an arbitrary 

sequence (where [Lk]xk G Qrk)y md {钦找当 is any sequence of positive 

numbers. Then there exists a dense set Q C H such that for every x 

in P, there exists a sequence C H satisfying

(16) [x ® yl]Tk = [Lk]rk, & e N,

and

(17) 岫1>弘，fceN.

3. Classes 乂，,口(")and an equivalent condition for mem
bership in (力)

From the idesrof Iemma 2.6, we construct new classes as following :

DEFINITION 3.1. Let m, n and I be any cardinal numbers such that 

1 < m, n, Z < We denote by A，, J”)the class of all {具}，:=丄 in 
A(H) such that every m x n x I system of simultaneous equations of 

the form

(18) 弟®矿匝=供？匝，

where }o<£<m is an arbitrary m x n array from Q共 for each
0<j<n

< k <1, has a solution (^l}o<f<rn, }o<j<n consisting of a pair
- l<fc<Z

of sequences of vectors from 7Y.

REMARK 3.2. If are in the class A^qQCo, then {7丄}註[€
A泠 by lemma 2.6.

We are now ready to prove our main theorem.

THEOREM 3.3. Suppose m,n and I are cardinal numbers such that 

1 < m, n, Z < Kq and G A(7Y) has minimal coisometric extension Bk 

in £(& ® Rk) for k、1 <k < I. Then {Tk}lk=1 € A^ n if 히】d only 

if for o<i<m C Qrk for fc, 1 < < I, there exists a Cau산屮
0<j<n
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sequence ｛:财｝邕 in H and sequences in Sk and ｛嚏｝器〔

in，Rk such that + 鷲｝ is bounded and ||（海：（卩穿知）—
知® （w辭+劳）侦I 一> 0.

Proof. The idea of this proof comes from Lemma 2.5. Suppose 

｛Zfc｝[=i € A，e（7Y）・ It follows from the definition of A^）n（71） that, 

for ｛[i|, in Qrk for 知 1 < A; < Z, there exist G
0<j<n J

7｛y0 < i < m,Q < j < n,l < k < I such that 卩穿匝=[xi ® 仍*）]典. 

Set xtiP = 皿"*? = 社" = u羿 + 吋히 C SkWRk for any p e N. Then 

it is obvious that these axe required sequences.

Conversely, let us u；? = P（“辭 + 覺、）,P € N, where P is an or

thogonal projection from K，onto It Since ｛、?｝凄으i is bounded, we 

may suppose w.l.o.g, that 树?｝器]converges weakly to 咨.Moreover, 

since 牡快｝*으] is a Caxudiy seq-iience, we haveconverges strongly 

to xt.

IS （列？阮- gp （列？]招I

=113-：％）® 攵匝 II 
彳岡-:财II • IM辭II to.

Also from （12） and （14）, with =甲敦 o, we have

处-[xijP ® ^]Tk II

=II或。代4（任知）-[xitp ®彗膈II
=I而;。知血？匝）-[%, ®（U，辭+攵腥II T 0.

Then

II[理匝-*树編II

< 110*匝-[%, ® 衿?]招| + ||[xJ>p ® U辭匝-切,® 砂?]招| 一》0.

So

II任?]处-弟 ®。爲]t*|| 一> 0
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We now compute to show that ［L^］Tk = ［^i ® 时幻and thus 

complete 나蛇 proof ; for h G H°°(T), we have

0(处)，圆)］招=呼0(耳),區®攵］Q =呼0(耳)必,席)

=(雄%):知苧)=(/i(Tfc), ® 罗］Q.

Hence we have ［乙，？］典=［妇 ® f ］以 0<z<m,0<j < n,l <

k<l.

Therefore the proof is complete.
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